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ABSTRACT
We present a gravitational lensing model of MACS J1149.5+2223 using ultra-deep Hubble Frontier
Fields imaging data and spectroscopic redshifts from HST grism and VLT/MUSE spectroscopic data.
We create total mass maps using 38 multiple images (13 sources) and 608 weak lensing galaxies, as
well as 100 multiple images of 31 star-forming regions in the galaxy that hosts Supernova Refsdal. We
find good agreement with a range of recent models within the HST field of view. We present a map
of the ratio of projected stellar mass to total mass (f?), and find that the stellar mass fraction for
this cluster peaks on the primary BCG. Averaging within a radius of 0.3 Mpc, we obtain a value of
〈f?〉 = 0.012+0.004−0.003, consistent with other recent results for this ratio in cluster environments, though
with a large global error (up to δf? = 0.005) primarily due to the choice of an IMF. We compare
values of f? and measures of star formation efficiency for this cluster to other Hubble Frontier Fields
clusters studied in the literature, finding that MACS1149 has a higher stellar mass fraction than these
other clusters, but a star formation efficiency typical of massive clusters.
Keywords: galaxies: clusters: general — galaxies: clusters: individual (MACS J1149.5+2223) —
gravitational lensing: strong — gravitational lensing: weak
1. INTRODUCTION
Galaxy cluster mass models are among the most use-
ful applications of the theory of gravitational lensing to
early-universe cosmology. Especially at redshifts near
z ∼ 0.5, massive galaxy clusters have wide areas of large
magnification power, and thus have significant implica-
tions for observing faint, high-redshift background ob-
jects (Bradacˇ et al. 2014; Mohammed et al. 2016, and
references therein). Magnification modeling is needed to
constrain the faint end of the z = 6 − 8 rest-frame UV
(Ishigaki et al. 2017; Livermore et al. 2017; Bouwens et
al. 2016; Robertson et al. 2015, and references therein)
luminosity functions. At lower redshifts (z = 0.7− 2.3),
galaxy evolution studies have used gravitational lens-
ing to spatially resolve galaxy kinematic properties and
chemical abundances (Mason et al. 2016; Wang et al.
2015; Vulcani et al. 2016; Leethochawalit et al. 2016;
Jones et al. 2015; Christensen et al. 2012; Richard et al.
2011; Jones et al. 2010; Stark et al. 2008, and references
therein).
Recent analyses have determined that, in extreme
cases, differences in magnification models can be respon-
sible for systematic uncertainties up to several orders
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of magnitude for lensed sources as faint as −12 mag
(Bouwens et al. 2016). Uncertainties in magnification
have significant implications on estimates of the faint end
of the luminosity function (Bouwens et al. 2016), under-
lining the necessity of producing magnification maps us-
ing a variety of independent techniques to quantify the
effects of model systematics (Priewe et al. 2017). The
majority of cluster magnification maps use parametric
modeling techniques (i.e, techniques that assume an un-
derlying relationship between dark and luminous mat-
ter), which typically share the same class of systematic
biases. Thus, it is critical to produce additional magni-
fication maps using free-form techniques (Mohammed et
al. 2016).
In addition to their value in producing magnification
maps, galaxy cluster mass models yield insight into a
number of dark matter properties, including the key
assumption that light traces mass (LTM). The role of
dark matter in cluster physics is still poorly understood,
and is thus a large source of systematic error in simula-
tions of cluster physics (Dubois et al. 2013; Laporte &
White 2015; Martizzi et al. 2014; Mohammed et al. 2016).
Current theoretical models underpinning cluster simula-
tion studies, such as the cluster subhalo mass function
(Natarajan et al. 2017; Mohammed et al. 2016; Atek et
al. 2015, and references therein), depend on the validity
of the assumption of LTM. Without testing this claim, it
is also impossible to investigate alternative theories that
challenge ΛCDM, such as dark matter self-interaction
(Markevitch et al. 2004; Clowe et al. 2006). Thus, mass
models that avoid LTM assumptions are critical for im-
proving the theoretical models underlying cluster simu-
lations.
Additionally, the distribution of cluster baryonic mat-
ter can reveal whether cluster baryons are representative
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of universal baryonic material (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 2013;
Nagai et al. 2007; Simionescu et al. 2011, and references
therein), and may provide explanation for how efficiently
stellar material is formed in clusters by comparing the
stellar material in clusters to the cluster gas mass (Gon-
zalez et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2013; Kravtsov et al.
2014, among others) and total baryon fraction (Gonzalez
et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2003; Budzynski et al. 2014). In-
vestigations of star formation efficiency have implications
for simulations of galaxy evolution (Gonzalez et al. 2013,
and references therein) in cluster contexts, particularly
of the role of radiative cooling and/or stellar feedback in
heating the ICM and altering its metallicity (Dolag et al.
2009; Ettori et al. 2006; Kravtsov et al. 2005; De Lucia
et al. 2004; Valdarnini 2003).
One way to address these questions of cluster composi-
tion is to compare the distribution of the ratio of stellar
mass to total mass within galaxy clusters. (Bahcall et
al. 1995; Bahcall & Kulier 2014, and references therein).
Several authors have calculated this ratio for many clus-
ters and over a range of distance scales (e.g. Bahcall &
Kulier 2014; Gonzalez et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015; Hoag
et al. 2016; Jauzac et al. 2012, 2016). Bahcall & Kulier
(2014) have found that on scales larger than a few kpc,
the ratio of stellar mass to total mass is roughly constant,
suggesting that stellar mass traces total mass when av-
eraged over large apertures. Galaxy cluster mass models
are critical to producing these results (Mohammed et al.
2016; Wang et al. 2015; Hoag et al. 2016).
The galaxy cluster MACS1149.5+2223 (z = 0.544,
MACS1149 hereafter) has been extensively studied due
to its complex merging properties and potential as a lens-
ing cluster. It was first identified as part of the MAs-
sive Cluster Survey (MACS: Ebeling et al. 2001), and
has been subsequently observed in the optical band by
the Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble
(CLASH: Postman et al. 2012) and the Hubble Frontier
Fields initiative (HFF: Lotz et al. 2016; Coe et al. 2015),7
as well as by observations in other wavelengths. As a re-
sult, the mass distribution of MACS1149 has been mod-
elled with a variety of lens-modeling techniques (Smith
et al. 2009; Zitrin & Broadhurst 2009; Zitrin et al. 2011;
Richard et al. 2014; Coe et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2014;
Rau et al. 2014; Mohammed et al. 2016), which give
broadly similar cluster mass distributions.
The discovery of Supernova Refsdal (zs = 1.49, Kelly
et al. 2015, 2016) in the center of MACS1149 is of par-
ticular interest to the modeling community, as it demon-
strated the possibility of using clusters as lenses to mag-
nify multiply-imaged background supernovae. While
lensed supernovae had previously been predicted (Refs-
dal 1964) and observed (Rodney et al. 2015a), the time
delay between SN Refsdal’s multiple images provided a
valuable opportunity to test the accuracy of mass mod-
els (Treu et al. 2016; Johnson & Sharon 2016; Jauzac
et al. 2016; Diego et al. 2016; Grillo et al. 2016) in the
center of the cluster, and the predicted magnifications of
these images can be compared to observed flux ratios to
provide a tight constraint on the model near the BCG.
In this paper, we present a strong and weak gravita-
tional lensing model of MACS1149 using HFF data by
7 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/campaigns/frontier-fields/
FF-Data
modeling the cluster with our Strong and Weak Lensing
United (SWUnited) method (Bradacˇ et al. 2009, 2005).
Unlike the majority of lens modeling methods previously
used to study MACS1149, SWUnited does not explicitly
fit the parameters of an underlying dark matter distri-
bution that traces stellar light. Indeed, this is the only
mass map of MACS1149 to date that is produced with
both HFF data and a non-parametric (gridded) model-
ing approach. We compare our results to recent models
of strongly lensed systems in MACS1149 presented by
Johnson & Sharon (2016); Diego et al. (2016); Grillo et
al. (2016); Jauzac et al. (2016); Oguri (2015); Kawamata
et al. (2016); Treu et al. (2016).
We also present a map of the stellar mass to total mass
ratio, the first of its kind to be produced for MACS1149.
Since MACS1149 is a massive and dynamically complex
cluster, it is interesting to consider how well its stellar
material traces its dark matter. We discuss the distribu-
tion of this value across the cluster, and its implications
for estimates of star formation efficiency.
The paper proceeds as follows: in section 2, we describe
in detail the data used for spectroscopic and photomet-
ric redshift identification, as well as for weak lensing.
Section 3 discusses the process of modeling MACS1149
using the SWUnited method and presents modeling re-
sults; a stellar mass to total mass ratio map is presented
in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes these results.
Throughout the paper, we adopt a cosmology with
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and h = 0.7. We give all mag-
nitudes in the AB system (Oke 1974).
2. DATA AND IMAGE IDENTIFICATION
To constrain our mass model, we use imaging data
to identify strongly-lensed multiple images and weakly-
lensed background galaxies, and to estimate their red-
shifts. We use spectroscopic data to more accurately es-
timate multiple image redshifts (Treu et al. 2015), since
lens models tend to substantially improve with more
spectroscopic data (Rodney et al. 2015a,b).
2.1. HST and VLT Spectroscopic Data
Original spectroscopy for MACS1149 was obtained
from the Grism Lens-Amplified Survey from Space
(GLASS: Schmidt 2014; Treu et al. 2015)8,9, which was
initiated to study highly-magnified high-redshift objects.
The GLASS collaboration obtained 14 HST orbits per
cluster, with the WFC3-IR G102 (10 orbits) and G141
(4 orbits) grisms (field of view 123× 136.′′). Each obser-
vation was taken at two position angles 90◦ ± 10◦ apart
to improve deblending and spectrum extraction. The ex-
traction apertures were 0.′′6× 100A˚ (5 spatial by 3 spec-
tral native pixels). The average spectral resolution was
R ∼ 130 for the G141 grism, and R ∼ 210 for the G102
grism. Overall, the spectra covered a continuous wave-
length range of 0.81 − 1.69µm. Direct image exposures
were taken in the F105W and F140W bands to ensure
image alignment and calibration (Treu et al. 2015). Deep
HST G141 data were taken as part of the Supernova Refs-
dal follow-up campaign (HST-GO-14041; PI Kelly Kelly
et al. 2016), adding another 30 orbits of G141 spectra.
8 http://glass.astro.ucla.edu
9 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/glass/
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In addition to the HST spectroscopy, spectroscopic
data were taken with VLT/Multi Unit Spectroscopic Ex-
plorer (MUSE, Bacon et al. 2010); these observations
were designed to measure multiple image redshifts and
to observe SN Refsdal (Karman et al. 2016; Kelly et al.
2016; Grillo et al. 2016; Rodney et al. 2015a). Obser-
vations were taken in the wavelength range 480 − 930
nm, with a total integration time of 4.8 hours. The field
of view was 1 × 1.′, with an average spectral resolution
of R ∼ 3000. Most spectroscopic redshifts of multiply-
imaged objects in this work were obtained from the
VLT/MUSE data due to its sensitivity and wavelength
coverage being more favorable than those of GLASS for
the sources in question. Further details of these observa-
tions and analyses are discussed in Grillo et al. (2016);
Kelly et al. (2016).
2.2. HST and Spitzer Imaging Data
As part of the HFF initiative (HST-GO 13504, PI J.
Lotz), MACS1149 was observed in seven filters: three
ACS/optical filters (F435W, F606W, F814W) and four
WFC3/IR filters (F105W, F125W, F140W, F160W).
These data were taken between November 2014 and June
2015 (141 orbits), and were supplemented by additional
WFC3/NIR data from the SN Refsdal follow-up cam-
paign (20 orbits, PI Rodney HST-GO 13790, PI Kelly
HST-GO 14041). We use both epochs of the public re-
lease data products from the HFF team, yielding a 5σ
point source sensitivity of ∼ 29mag per band. Further
supplementary data were obtained from the CLASH pro-
gram (20 orbits, Postman et al. 2012), and were primarily
used to construct our photometric catalog.
We use deep Spitzer/Infrared Array Camera (IRAC)
images in combination with the HST images to improve
stellar mass and photometric redshift measurements of
cluster members and background galaxies. The final
Spitzer/IRAC imaging mosaic, made available by P. Ca-
pak, includes data taken by the IRAC Lensing Sur-
vey (PI: Egami), Spitzer UltRa Faint SUrvey Program
(SURFSUP: Bradacˇ et al. 2014; Ryan et al. 2014; Huang
et al. 2016),10 and the Spitzer Frontier Fields program
(Capak et al., in prep).11 The mosaic is comprised of
ten dithered 5.′2 × 5.′2 images, with a total field of view
of 20.′6× 29.′6 (7.9× 11.3 Mpc). The combined exposure
time reaches ∼50 hours in each of channel 1 (3.6µm)
and channel 2 (4.5µm). The images reach a 5σ limiting
magnitude of ∼26.5 mag (channel 1) and ∼26.0 (chan-
nel 2) for a point source outside the cluster core, sensitive
enough to probe the bulk of cluster member stellar mass.
2.3. Photometry
The majority of the background sources do not have
spectroscopic redshifts, so their redshifts are estimated
using photometric measurements from HST images. We
follow the procedure by Huang et al. (2016) to measure
broadband flux densities. In short, we first convolve all
images blueward of F160W with PSF smoothing kernels
to match the PSF width in F160W. We do this by using
the psfmatch task in IRAF to compute the PSF kernels
10 http://bradac.physics.ucdavis.edu/#surfsup
11 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/Frontier/
\images/MACS1149/
on individual point sources in the cluster field. We mea-
sured the FWHM of the PSF in F160W and found that
it is around 0.′′18 − 0.′′2. We also compared the curves
of growth using point sources across different filters and
found that after convolving with PSF-matching kernels,
the curves of growth generally agree with that in F160W
to within 15%. We then measure broadband flux densi-
ties using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in dual-
image mode, with the F160W image as the detection
image. The total flux density of each source is measured
within an elliptical Kron aperture with k = 2.5 (Kron
1980, called MAG AUTO in SExtractor), and the colors
are calculated using the flux densities measured within
isophotal apertures (called MAG ISO in SExtractor).
Photometric redshift of each source is estimated using
the colors in HST and Spitzer filters. We use the photo-
metric redshift code EAZY (Brammer et al. 2008) which
employs a template-fitting approach using a set of tem-
plates that are optimized for redshift estimation. The
code produces probability distribution functions for the
redshifts of each source; we take the peak of this dis-
tribution as our photometric redshift estimate and use
the distribution to derive our confidence intervals. In
our redshift fitting process, we do not employ a redshift
prior, and a comparison with known spectroscopic red-
shifts shows that the photometric redshifts are consistent
with spectroscopic redshifts within error bars.
2.4. Weak Lensing Catalog
We generate a weak lensing catalog based on a 26.9ks
deep stack of ACS F606W imaging using the pipeline
described in Schrabback et al. (2018a). This pipeline
utilizes the Erben et al. (2001) implementation of the
KSB+ algorithm (Kaiser et al. 1995b; Luppino & Kaiser
1997; Hoekstra et al. 1998) for galaxy shape measure-
ments as detailed in Schrabback et al. (2007). It ad-
ditionally employs the pixel-level correction for charge-
transfer inefficiency from Massey et al. (2014), as well as
a correction for noise-related shape measurement biases
and a principal component model for the temporally and
spatially varying ACS point-spread function (Schrabback
et al. 2010). Schrabback et al. (2018b) and Herna´ndez-
Mart´ın et al. (in prep) have extended earlier simulation-
based tests of the employed shape measurement pipeline
to the non-weak shear regime of clusters (for |g| ≤ 0.4),
confirming that residual multiplicative shear estimation
biases are small (|m| . 5%). For the source selection and
redshift estimation we follow Hoag et al. (2016), cross-
matching objects in our weak lensing catalog with those
in our photometric catalog produced from CLASH data.
2.5. Strong Lensing Catalog
We use strong lensing images to constrain our mass
model. In this work, we use the grading system of the
Treu et al. (2016) modeling collaboration (Wang et al.
2015; Hoag et al. 2016; Treu et al. 2016), identifying
multiple images as being part of the same system using
color, morphology, and spectral emission features. Each
potential multiple image system was inspected by five in-
dependent teams of the HFF collaboration and identified
as gold (very likely to be images from the same system)
or silver (likely to be images from the same system) based
on image colors and morphologies. Any systems not clas-
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sified as gold or silver are not likely to be multiple images,
and they are not used in this model.
A total of 23 images (8 systems) are spectroscopically
confirmed by Treu et al. (2016), and are listed in Table 1.
In system 13, the images have somewhat different spec-
troscopic redshifts despite being consistent morphologi-
cally with each other. The spectra were obtained from
HST grism observations with a 68% confidence interval of
±50A˚, which corresponds to a δz ≈ 0.01. One image has
a spectroscopic redshift of z = 1.25± 0.01 and the other
two have redshifts of z = 1.23 ± 0.01, so for this system
the average of the individual spectroscopic redshifts was
used as the system redshift. Because of the strong mor-
phological consistency and correct parity of the system,
it is considered to be a true system. A second system
(system 5) had only one of its images spectroscopically
confirmed; the other images are considered to share the
same redshift based on their colors and morphologies.
We supplement the spectroscopically-confirmed multi-
ple images with 15 images (5 systems) identified pho-
tometrically as strong multiple image candidates. An
example of a photometric redshift P(z) for a strongly-
lensed system is shown in Figure 1. For multiple images
not confirmed by spectroscopy, the model presented in
this work includes only systems with at least two im-
ages that have coinciding peaks (i.e., peaks are within
each other’s 68% confidence intervals) in redshift proba-
bility density functions, P(z), and whose most likely pho-
tometric redshifts are greater than the cluster redshift.
Redshift estimates used in the mass model are listed in
Table 1. Some of the multiple images are blended with
foreground sources; thus, their redshifts cannot be reli-
ably estimated and we remove their incorrect P(z) from
our strong lensing redshift estimates.
In addition to using these multiple images of sources
in independent redshift planes, we further constrain the
model using 100 images of 31 unique star-forming regions
present in the highly-resolved spiral galaxy that hosts
SN Refsdal (Table 2, Treu et al. 2016). Several images
of this galaxy appear near the cluster center, and the
number and quality of these associated multiple images
provides a powerful constraint to the mass model in these
central regions. All of the images of the star-forming
regions in the SN Refsdal host galaxy were included in
several models (Diego et al. 2016; Kawamata et al. 2016;
Sharon & Johnson 2015; Grillo et al. 2016), and most
were included by Grillo et al. (2016), Zitrin et al. (in
prep) as well.
Of the 138 images (44 systems) used in the model,
123 images (39 systems) have spectroscopically measured
redshift and only 15 images (5 systems) are identified
photometrically, so we are confident in the robustness of
our strong lensing catalog.
Figure 1. Example of a normalized redshift probability density
function, P(z) for multiple images in a photometric system. The
bold black line shows combined redshift probability density func-
tions for multiple images in photometric systems, as obtained by
our Bayesian combination procedure.
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Table 1
Multiply Imaged Systems
ID α δ Spec-z Peak System Magnification Category
(J2000) (J2000) P(z) Redshift
1.1 177.39700 22.39600 1.488 · · · 1.488 12± 1 Gold
1.2 177.39942 22.39743 1.488 · · · · · · 7.3± 0.5 Gold
1.3 177.40342 22.40243 1.488 1.5+0.1−0.3 · · · 3.90± 0.04 Gold
1.5 177.39986 22.39713 · · · · · · · · · 13± 2 Silver
2.1 177.40242 22.38975 1.891 2.3+0.2−0.1 1.891 4.9
+0.1
−0.2 Gold
2.2 177.40604 22.39247 1.891 · · · · · · 35+23−1 Gold
2.3 177.40658 22.39288 1.891 2.4± 0.1 · · · 13± 2 Gold
3.1 177.39075 22.39984 3.129 3.2± 0.1 3.129 16± 1 Gold
3.2 177.39271 22.40308 3.129 · · · · · · 13+2−1 Gold
3.3 177.40129 22.40718 3.129 3.4± 0.1 · · · 6.0± 0.1 Gold
4.1 177.39300 22.39682 2.949 · · · 2.949 12.5+0.5−0.4 Gold
4.2 177.39438 22.40073 2.949 · · · · · · 8.8± 0.2 Gold
4.3 177.40417 22.40612 2.949 2.6+0.1−0.2 · · · 4.3+0.1−0.2 Gold
5.1 177.39975 22.39306 2.80 · · · 2.80 26+7−10 Gold
5.2 177.40108 22.39382 · · · 2.6± 0.1 · · · 9+6−1 Gold
5.3 177.40792 22.40355 · · · 2.8± 0.1 · · · 5.0+1.0−0.4 Silver
6.1 177.39971 22.39254 · · · · · · 2.65+3.75−1.81 10+6−4 Gold
6.2 177.40183 22.39385 · · · 2.6+0.1−2.3 · · · 7.0+1.1−0.5 Gold
6.3 177.40804 22.40250 · · · · · · · · · 5.5+0.2−0.1 Silver
7.1 177.39896 22.39133 · · · 2.6± 0.1 2.56+3.84−1.69 6.3+18.0−0.8 Gold
7.2 177.40342 22.39426 · · · 2.7+0.1−0.2 · · · 5.2± 0.2 Gold
7.3 177.40758 22.40124 · · · 2.3+0.1−0.2 · · · 4.4+0.2−0.6 Gold
13.1 177.40371 22.39778 1.23 1.3± 0.1 1.24 12.1+0.7−0.9 Gold
13.2 177.40283 22.39665 1.25 · · · · · · 11.5+0.4−0.3 Gold
13.3 177.40004 22.39385 1.23 0.8+0.2−0.1 · · · 5.1+0.3−0.5 Gold
14.1 177.39167 22.40348 3.703 3.4+0.2−0.1 3.703 17
+2
−1 Gold
14.2 177.39083 22.40264 3.703 3.4± 0.1 · · · 43+7−5 Gold
110.1 177.40014 22.39016 3.214 3.2+0.1−0.2 3.214 6.4
+0.3
−1.0 Gold
110.2 177.40402 22.39289 3.214 · · · 5.4+0.2−0.5 Gold
26.1 177.41035 22.38874 · · · 3.3± 0.1 3.29+3.06−2.40 38+37−21 Silver
26.2 177.40922 22.38769 · · · 3.1+0.1−0.2 · · · 74+172−72 Silver
26.3 177.40623 22.38536 · · · 3.4± 0.1 · · · 5.8+0.4−0.3 Silver
203.1 177.40995 22.38724 · · · 4.4+0.2−0.5 4.70+1.37−3.73 49+50−2 Silver
203.2 177.40657 22.38451 · · · 4.8± 0.2 · · · 5.3+0.2−0.3 Silver
203.3 177.41123 22.38846 · · · 4.8+0.2−0.3 · · · 15+5−3 Silver
204.1 177.40961 22.38666 · · · 6.1+2.0−4.1 6.47+0.18−5.35 8+5−2 Silver
204.2 177.40668 22.38432 · · · 6.2+0.2−4.8 · · · 5.5± 0.4 Silver
204.3 177.41208 22.38905 · · · 6.8± 0.3 · · · 13± 1 Silver
Note. — All multiple images used in the gravitational mass
model, with magnifications produced by the model, excluding the
multiple images associated with SN Refsdal and its host galaxy
(see 2). System 5 had only one spectroscopically-confirmed im-
age; in the model, the entire system is assumed to be at this red-
shift. System 13 had two slightly different spectroscopic redshifts;
the average of the redshifts was used in the modeling. For origi-
nal identification references, see Treu et al. (2015). Spectroscopic
redshifts are obtained using data obtained from the GLASS pro-
gram and the Refsdal Follow-up Campaign. Photometric redshifts
(Peak P(z)) are for individual images rather than combined sys-
tem redshifts. Combined system redshifts for photometric systems
are determined by combining the individual P(z) using a Bayesian
combination procedure; the peak value for the resultant combined
P(z) is considered to be the system redshift. In the System Red-
shift column we have also included effective 1σ uncertainties for
photometric systems. These uncertainties are the lower and upper
bound values which yield 34% on each side of the median combined
P(z) when integrating under the P(z) curve. The uncertainties are
much larger than typical photometric redshift uncertainties, given
that we account for the possibility of catastrophic errors by com-
bining the individual system P(z) curves with a uniform PDF.
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Table 2
Multiple Images of Star-Forming Knots in the SN Refsdal Host Galaxy
ID α (J2000) δ (J2000) Magnification
1.1.1 177.39702 22.39600 12± 1
1.1.2 177.39942 22.39743 7.3± 0.5
1.1.3 177.40341 22.40244 3.90± 0.04
1.1.5 177.39986 22.39713 12± 2
1.2.1 177.39661 22.39630 12.8± 0.7
1.2.2 177.39899 22.39786 23+16−8
1.2.3 177.40303 22.40268 3.96+0.02−0.04
1.2.4 177.39777 22.39878 12.0+1.1−0.6
1.2.6 177.39867 22.39824 2.8+0.3−0.2
1.3.1 177.39687 22.39621 13.1+0.6−0.9
1.3.2 177.39917 22.39760 13+2−1
1.3.3 177.40328 22.40259 3.89± 0.03
1.4.1 177.39702 22.39621 13+2−1
1.4.2 177.39923 22.39748 12+2−1
1.4.3 177.40339 22.40255 3.88± 0.04
1.5.1 177.39726 22.39620 13± 1
1.5.2 177.39933 22.39730 12+2−1
1.5.3 177.40356 22.40252 3.83+0.04−0.07
1.6.1 177.39737 22.39616 15± 1
1.6.2 177.39945 22.39723 8.8+0.9−0.7
1.6.3 177.40360 22.40248 3.83+0.04−0.07
1.7.1 177.39757 22.39611 18± 2
1.7.2 177.39974 22.39693 12± 2
1.7.3 177.40370 22.40240 3.84+0.04−0.08
1.8.1 177.39795 22.39601 27+5−3
1.8.2 177.39981 22.39675 9.4± 0.5
1.8.3 177.40380 22.40231 3.74+0.05−0.10
1.9.1 177.39803 22.39593 27+5−3
1.9.2 177.39973 22.39698 12± 2
1.9.3 177.40377 22.40225 3.88+0.06−0.08
1.10.1 177.39809 22.39585 46+18−12
1.10.2 177.39997 22.39670 6.7+0.5−0.4
1.10.3 177.40380 22.40218 3.88+0.06−0.08
1.11.2 177.40010 22.39666 4.6+0.5−0.4
1.11.3 177.40377 22.40204 3.94+0.04−0.07
1.12.1 177.39716 22.39521 7.9+0.6−0.5
1.12.2 177.40032 22.39692 6.1+0.4−0.3
1.12.3 177.40360 22.40187 4.07+0.04−0.05
1.13.1 177.39697 22.39663 17.7+0.8−1.1
1.13.2 177.39882 22.39771 67+140−206
1.13.3 177.40329 22.40282 3.90+0.03−0.05
1.13.4 177.39791 22.39843 22+7−3
1.14.1 177.39712 22.39672 20+1−2
1.14.2 177.39878 22.39763 27+12−7
1.14.3 177.40338 22.40287 3.63+0.02−0.08
1.14.4 177.39810 22.39825 48+114−22
1.15.1 177.39717 22.39650 20± 2
1.15.2 177.39894 22.39751 25+8−5
1.15.3 177.40344 22.40275 3.81+0.03−0.05
1.16.1 177.39745 22.39640 19± 2
1.16.2 177.39915 22.39722 15± 1
1.16.3 177.40360 22.40265 3.67+0.02−0.10
1.17.1 177.39815 22.39634 26+7−6
1.17.2 177.39927 22.39683 22+3−2
1.17.3 177.40384 22.40256 3.67+0.04−0.10
1.18.1 177.39850 22.39610 105+102−44
1.18.2 177.39947 22.39659 14± 1
1.18.3 177.40394 22.40240 3.68+0.05−0.12
1.19.1 177.39689 22.39576 10.2± 0.6
1.19.2 177.39954 22.39748 5.6+0.3−0.4
1.19.3 177.40337 22.40229 4.1± 0.2
1.19.5 177.39997 22.39710 16+33−7
1.20.1 177.39708 22.39572 9.2± 0.6
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Table 2 — Continued
ID α (J2000) δ (J2000) Magnification
1.20.2 177.39963 22.39736 6.2+0.7−0.4
1.20.3 177.40353 22.40223 3.92+0.03−0.08
1.20.5 177.40000 22.39698 14+26−7
1.21.1 177.39694 22.39540 8.0+0.8−0.7
1.21.3 177.40341 22.40200 4.12+0.03−0.02
1.21.5 177.40018 22.39704 25+50−49
1.22.1 177.39677 22.39548 8.6+0.6−0.8
1.22.2 177.39968 22.39749 5.6+0.3−0.4
1.22.3 177.40328 22.40209 4.17+0.06−0.04
1.22.5 177.40008 22.39713 44+76−105
1.23.1 177.39672 22.39538 7.8+0.7−0.5
1.23.2 177.39977 22.39749 5.3± 0.3
1.23.3 177.40324 22.40201 4.17+0.06−0.04
1.23.5 177.40013 22.39720 44+76−105
1.24.1 177.39650 22.39558 8.8+0.6−0.9
1.24.2 177.39953 22.39775 6.5+0.7−0.3
1.24.3 177.40301 22.40220 4.19+0.04−0.03
1.25.1 177.39657 22.39593 10.9+0.7−0.8
1.25.3 177.40304 22.40245 4.00± 0.03
1.26.1 177.39633 22.39601 8.8+0.7−0.8
1.26.3 177.40283 22.40260 4.10+0.02−0.03
1.27.1 177.39831 22.39628 138+335−478
1.27.2 177.39933 22.39672 20± 2
1.28.1 177.39860 22.39616 104+102−44
1.28.2 177.39942 22.39655 18+2−1
1.29.1 177.39858 22.39586 19+3−2
1.29.2 177.39976 22.39649 12.6+0.7−0.5
1.30.1 177.39817 22.39546 30+13−5
1.30.2 177.39801 22.39523 24+4−3
1.30.3 177.39730 22.39536 8.7+0.7−1.0
1.30.4 177.39788 22.39572 41+17−12
S1 177.39823 22.39563 30+6−4
S2 177.39772 22.39578 22± 3
S3 177.39737 22.39553 11± 1
S4 177.39781 22.39518 15± 2
SX 177.40024 22.39681 6.30+0.5−0.4
SY 177.4038 22.40214 3.88+0.06−0.08
Note. — All star-forming knots in the host galaxy of SN Refs-
dal (zs = 1.49), as well as all images of the supernova, with mag-
nifications produced by the model. Objects S1-S4, SX, and SY
are images of SN Refsdal; they are also used as model inputs.
For original identification references, see Treu et al. (2015). Mag-
nification uncertainties allowing for negative values indicate that
crossing the critical curve lies in the 68% confidence interval of
magnification values.
3. MASS MODELING
3.1. Summary of the Modeling Procedure
In order to model the mass distribution of MACS1149,
we use the Strong and Weak Lensing United (SWUnited)
code developed by Bradacˇ et al. (2009, 2005), which has
previously been used to model other HFF clusters (Hoag
et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2015).12 This software extends
weak lensing reconstruction to critical regions, thus us-
ing information from both strongly-lensed multiple im-
ages and a catalog of weakly-lensed background galaxies
to break the mass-sheet degeneracy. It also makes no
12 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/frontier/lensmodels
explicit assumption that light traces the underlying dark
matter distribution, which is ideal for comparing the dis-
tributions of stellar and dark matter components.
After beginning with an initial mass model, the proce-
dure minimizes a penalty function, χ2, which takes into
account multiple image positions (χ2SL), weak lensing
galaxy ellipticities (χ2WL), and a regularization term (R)
that promotes solutions with few unphysical small-scale
fluctuations:
χ2(ψk) = χ
2
SL(ψk) + χ
2
WL(ψk) + ηR(ψk), (1)
where η is the regularization parameter (we used a value
of η=0.75, though the exact choice of η is somewhat arbi-
trary). With each iteration, the procedure minimizes the
penalty function for a trial solution and then increases
the number of grid points. Thus, each trial solution pro-
duced is more detailed than the previous solution, until
the code converges on a solution that has errors consis-
tent with the errors of the original constraints. Further
details, including discussion of how the penalty func-
tion is defined and minimized, are given by Bradacˇ et
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al. (2005).
The mass map has a non-uniform resolution because
in regions with high signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., regions
which are well-constrained with multiple images), we in-
crease the resolution by dividing the model’s effective
pixel scale by 2 with each iteration; we call this process
refinement. We implement five levels of refinement: the
lowest level for low model S/N (does not divide pixels
and maintains an effective pixel scale of 4.′′8; applied in
regions of the map with no multiple images constraining
the model, such as the outskirts), the highest level for
high S/N (divides each pixel into 16 × 16 pixels for an
effective pixel scale of 0.′′3; applied in regions with excel-
lent constraints such as the regions in which star-forming
regions of the SN Refsdal host galaxy are located), and
three levels in between to help avoid artifacts from sud-
den change in effective resolution. Regions with multiple
images not associated with the host galaxy of SN Refsdal
are refined to the third-highest level. Intermediate levels
are also used around areas of high mass density, such as
the two large galaxies to the southwest of the BCG and
the association of galaxies to the northeast of the BCG,
to improve the model’s flexibility in these regions.
3.2. Modeling Inputs
For spectroscopically-confirmed multiple images the
spectroscopic redshift is used as a constraint to the
model. For the multiple images without spectroscopic
redshifts, we use photometric redshifts. Photometric red-
shifts have larger uncertainties, and they do not always
agree exactly within the same system of multiple images.
To determine one input redshift to our model for each
multiply-imaged system, we combine the P(z)’s within
the system using the hierarchical Bayesian method de-
scribed in Wang et al. (2015). We use the peak redshift
of the combined P(z) as the input redshift to the model.
Reconstruction was performed on the HST ACS field
of view (202.′′ × 202.′′). We assume a 0.′′5 positional un-
certainty for strongly-lensed images when computing the
χ2. All redshifts are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
3.3. Modeling Results
A map of the convergence for source redshift zs = 9 is
shown in Figure 2. There are two predominant peaks in
the convergence map — one near the BCG, and a smaller
peak to the northwest that coincides with an overdensity
of cluster galaxies. To the southeast of the BCG there is a
small peak corresponding to a large cluster member. We
find 83.4%+0.2−0.3 of the image plane area modeled contains
magnification values between µ = 1 and µ = 4, with
magnifications reaching µ = 10 − 20 a few arcseconds
from the critical curves (Figure 3), and a median absolute
magnification of 1.88± 0.01 over the field of view of the
Hubble Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3).
In our model, we use all gold images and most silver
images, differing from those teams who created gold-only
models (Grillo et al. 2016; Kawamata et al. 2016; Sharon
& Johnson 2015, Zitrin et al, in prep) or models that used
all gold and silver images (Diego et al. 2016; Kawamata
et al. 2016; Sharon & Johnson 2015, note two teams cre-
ated a model for each set of multiple images). We also
reconstruct our mass model on an adaptive grid using
weak lensing as input, which prominently differs from all
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Figure 2. Top: Convergence (κ) map for zs = 9 over the HST
ACS field of view (202× 202.′′). The convergence reveals an ellipti-
cal total mass distribution with two major peaks, one occurring at
the BCG and one occurring at a group of galaxies to the northwest
of the BCG. The differences in effective resolution across regions
are evident in this image — regions toward the outskirts of the
modeling region are more pixellated than those near the BCG, as
discussed in section 3.2. Note that this image employs a logarith-
mic stretch, and colorbar values show log10(κ). Contours shown
correspond to κ = 5 and κ = 10. The cluster BCG is labelled with
a white x. Bottom: Mass surface density contours for our mass
model over the HST ACS field of view. Contours correspond to
mass surface density values of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 ×109M/kpc2.
modeling techniques discussed in Treu et al. (2016). De-
spite these distinctive inputs and modeling procedure,
our model’s critical curves closely match those of the
other groups in the Treu et al. (2016) collaboration (Fig-
ure 4, reflecting the strength of the constraints available
to model this cluster.
We note that the constraints to the model in the cen-
tral regions of the cluster are strong, but there are few
constraints in the northwest region, the location of the
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Figure 3. Critical curves for redshifts zs = 1.49 (white), the redshift of SN Refsdal, and zs = 9 (red), over the HST ACS field of view
(202× 202.′′). Multiple image locations are shown; green points are spectroscopically-confirmed images and magenta points correspond to
images with photometric redshifts only. The multiple images are listed in Table 1. A zoomed-in image comparing this model’s critical
curves at zs = 1.49 to other modelers’ critical curves is shown in Figure 4; its spatial extent is given by the gray box.
object MACS1149-JD (Zheng et al. 2012). An analy-
sis of this object, including our model’s estimates for its
magnification, will be presented in a forthcoming paper
(Hoag et al. 2017, in prep).
The overall root-mean-square (RMS) offset for the im-
ages, including both strongly-lensed background galaxy
images and star-forming regions of the host galaxy for
SN Refsdal, is 1′′, competitive with other models for the
cluster (Treu et al. 2016). While it would be possible
for our methodology to yield an RMS of 0′′, we tune the
regularization parameter η to prevent this outcome so as
to avoid overfitting to noise.
At redshift zs = 1.49 (the redshift of SN Refsdal) we
are able to closely reproduce the positions of the knots
of the spiral host galaxy of SN Refsdal, although unlike
parametric models, the effective resolution of our model
(0.′′3/pixel) is too low to resolve the mass of the host
galaxy in sufficient detail. Thus, we are unable to accu-
rately determine the critical curves around the galaxy-
scale lensing of SN Refsdal (images S1, S2, S3, and S4,
see Table 2), or to make reliable predictions of the time
delay between SN Refsdal images. Despite these limi-
tations related to our effective resolution that prohibit
us from making estimates based on fine-scale details of
the cluster model, we have confidence in the large-scale
shape of the model (Figure 4).
As a response to an STScI call to model the HFF clus-
ters before and after the arrival of HFF data, this code
was previously used to model MACS1149 using CLASH
data. We compare our current (v3) model with the pre-
vious (v1) model using CLASH data. Note that some
groups presented models in between the two official calls,
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which they denoted as v2; we did not create a v2 model.13
In the previous model, we used only 38 multiple images
(14 systems), two of which (systems 8 and 12) have since
been proven with spectroscopy to be spurious identifi-
cations. With updated imaging and spectroscopic data,
the current version of the lensing model (v3) is substan-
tially different from the previous model, much more sim-
ilar to the other models (Figure 4) produced with the
same post-HFF data. All maps of convergence, shear,
and magnification, from this modeling team and other
teams, are included in the Mikulski Archive for Space
Telescopes (MAST, see footnote 13).
To determine the error in our model associated with
photometric redshift uncertainty or incorrect system la-
bels, we resample from the photometric redshift proba-
bility density functions Pi(zBayes) produced by EAZY.
We allow resampled photometric redshifts to have values
zphot < zcluster, to account for the possibility of catas-
trophic errors. Although system redshift estimates may
vary during this resampling, images belonging to a single
system are always modeled as having a single redshift.
After resampling the photometric systems, we run the
modeling code again, and find that varying redshift es-
timates for photometric systems in the model produces
errors within the range we have quoted.
We also determine the uncertainty associated with
choice of weak lensing galaxies and SN Refsdal host
galaxy star-forming regions using a bootstrap-resampling
procedure that randomly weights the weak lensing and
Refsdal system inputs. After this bootstrapping, we re-
model the cluster with the bootstrapped values, and find
that errors associated with our catalogs for weak lens-
ing and SN Refsdal host galaxy star-forming regions are
subdominant to the error associated with photometric
redshifts. Nevertheless, we propagate all of these sources
of error into the final errors for all lensed quantities. Ad-
ditionally, we did vary the initial model, and found the
results converge within error bars given by bootstrap es-
timates.
We assume any error in spectroscopic redshifts is small
in comparison to modeling uncertainties, and we do not
fully account for all possible sources of systematic error,
such as choice of initial mass model, choice of refinement
grid, spectroscopic redshift error, choice of regularization
parameter, or spectroscopic image identification error.
4. STELLAR MASS TO TOTAL MASS RATIO
4.1. Details of the Stellar Mass Density Map
We estimate the stellar mass density of MACS1149
with measurements of the approximate rest-frame K-
band flux from the cluster members and a mass-to-light
ratio, in the same manner as Hoag et al. (2016). We
summarize this procedure in the following section.
We determine cluster membership using the catalog
produced by Morishita et al. (2017a). We use 123 spec-
troscopic cluster members obtained from the public cat-
alog of Ebeling et al. (2014), and 530 cluster members
chosen using the photometric redshifts with informative
prior presented by Morishita et al. (2017a), for a total
of 591 cluster galaxies. Cluster member galaxies must
obey the selection criterion δz ≡ |z − zcls|/(1 + zcls) <
13 https://archive.stsci.edu/pub/hlsp/frontier/
macs1149/models/
δzcut, where zcls is the redshift of the cluster and z is
the redshift of each object. The cutoff redshift range
δzcut = 0.0084 for those galaxies chosen from the Ebeling
et al. (2014) spectroscopic catalog, and δzcut = 0.0219 for
galaxies chosen by photometric redshift. (The average
photo-z error is σz = 0.0073, so this is a 3σ cutoff value.)
Our catalog, which primarily consists of photometrically-
determined cluster members, is much larger than the
primarily spectroscopically-determined cluster catalog of
Grillo et al. (2016), ensuring that we incorporate all clus-
ter light into our estimates for stellar mass surface den-
sity, down to a completeness limit of logM?/M = 7.8.
An unsmoothed light map of the catalog is shown in Fig-
ure 5.
To measure the flux from the cluster members, a mask
is created to eliminate all light in Spitzer/IRAC chan-
nel 1 that is not associated with a cluster member, and
then we convolve with a one-pixel Gaussian kernel to
smooth over the mask boundary. This rest-frame lu-
minosity map is converted into a stellar mass surface
density map using the mass-to-light ratio determined
by Bell et al. (2003) using their ”diet-Salpeter” initial
mass function (IMF). We use the mass-to-light ratio
M?/L = (0.83± 0.26)M/L, which corresponds to the
10 < log(M?h
2) < 10.5 stellar mass bin of the analysis by
Bell et al. (2003). Note that given the substantial differ-
ences in M?/L ratio between IMFs, our choosing an IMF
introduces the largest source of systematic uncertainty,
as large as δf? = 0.005. While this uncertainty is large,
we note that this approach to choosing the IMF is stan-
dard in SED fitting (Bell et al. 2003; Ilbert et al. 2010,
2013; Muzzin et al. 2013; Tomczak et al. 2014, 2017). It
is also possible the IMF may differ across galaxies in the
cluster. While we do not account for this source of er-
ror, we note that the massive, early-type galaxies in the
cluster center are more likely to exhibit an IMF closer
to Salpeter (Auger et al. 2010). As a result, we antic-
ipate that the central peak in the stellar mass density
map would be enhanced if we were to model dominant
galaxies with a heavier IMF.
Further, we adopt conservatively-large error bars on
this mass-to-light ratio, using the spread of the M?/L
distribution as our statistical uncertainty on the M?/L
ratio rather than using the width of the most likely mean
M?/L bin (Bell et al. 2003). This choice accounts for pos-
sible correlation between the M?/L ratios of galaxies in
a single cluster, for a fixed IMF. Typically, when finding
an average parameter value in a binned distribution of
parameter means, it is appropriate to choose the width
of the bin as the value for the statistical uncertainty.
However, if the M?/L ratios of galaxies in MACS1149
cluster were correlated, this approach would be insuffi-
cient to capture the uncertainty of the estimate, since
galaxy M?/L ratios could deviate from the mean in a
related fashion. Thus, we must account for the spread of
all possible M?/L ratios to make a conservative estimate
on the M?/L ratios for these galaxies. In doing so, we
incorporate a ∼ 30% statistical uncertainty on our M?/L
ratio into our estimates, an uncertainty which dominates
the statistical error in the stellar mass density model.
This ∼ 30% uncertainty accounts for possible variation of
M?/L of individual cluster members; this error is in ad-
dition to the systematic error associated with the choice
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Figure 4. A comparison of our critical curves at zs = 1.49 (white) with those of Diego et al. (2016, magenta), Grillo et al. (2016, red),
Kawamata et al. (2016, orange, all images model), Jauzac et al. (2016, yellow), Sharon & Johnson (2015, cyan, gold-only model), and Zitrin
et al. (in prep, green). The general shape of these modelers’ critical curves is in close agreement with those produced by our model. The
critical curves shown are created by filling in regions of high magnification; the thickness of the curves depends on each model’s resolution.
The field of view for this image is 60.′′ × 60.′′, and is indicated by the gray square in Figure 3.
of IMF.
To account for the additional stellar mass associated
with the intracluster light (ICL), we increase the stellar
mass surface densities across the map using the 8+12−4 %
ICL mass estimate for MACS1149 by Morishita et al.
(2017b). We propagate the errors in the ICL through
to the final stellar mass surface density map. However,
the effect of the ICL is still subdominant to both the
statistical error on the M?/L ratio and the systematic
error associated with choosing an IMF in determining
the uncertainty of the stellar mass surface density map.
We do not account for possible radial gradients in the
ICL. Morishita et al. (2017b) have noted that the ICL
in MACS1149 is centrally concentrated with a shallow
slope to R < 200 kpc from the cluster center. Thus, we
expect any radial gradients in the ICL to enhance the
central peak in the stellar mass density map.
We also acknowledge that our procedure for choosing
cluster members introduces the possibility of impurities
in the catalog construction. However, we do not expect a
spatial variation in these impurities, and thus anticipate
that they would not effect our overall conclusions beyond
a small bias factor in the stellar to total mass ratio.
To determine statistical errors in the maps, we resam-
ple from a Gaussian distribution for M?/L with mean
and standard deviation given by the distribution in Bell
et al. (2003). We then use a resampling procedure to find
the variation in the total mass surface density maps, and
multiply the stellar mass surface density maps with an
ICL resampled from the distribution from Morishita et
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Figure 5. Unsmoothed light map of the cluster members used
in the creation of the f? map. We use a cluster membership pro-
cedure based on astrometric matching and redshift cuts to create
a cluster member catalog of 591 cluster galaxies. This light map is
subsequently smoothed and compared to the mass model map to
produce a map of the stellar to total mass ratio (f?, Figure 6)
al. (2017b) to yield a set of final error maps.
4.2. Details of the f? Map
In our modeling approach, we do not directly assume
that stellar light traces dark matter mass. The total
mass distribution derived using our model is not strictly
coupled to the stellar mass distribution. Therefore, it
is informative to compare the spatial distribution of the
ratio of stellar mass to total mass, f?. We further define
the average ratio of the stellar mass to the total mass in
an aperture as 〈f?〉.
To produce a projected f? map, we match the mass
resolution of the stellar mass density map with that of
our model-constructed total mass density map, which
has non-uniform mass resolution due to our method of
refinement. To match the stellar mass density resolu-
tion to that of the total mass density map, we create
five stellar mass surface density maps of different resolu-
tions by convolving with five different Gaussian kernels
of width corresponding to each of our five different levels
of refinement. We use the best-fit kernel width of 0.′74
for the level of lowest refinement, as empirically deter-
mined by Hoag et al. (2016). The map corresponding to
the second-lowest level of refinement is convolved with a
Gaussian kernel with half the width of the kernel for the
lowest level of refinement, and each subsequent level is
convolved with a kernel smaller by a factor of two than
the previous level of refinement. We then add the maps,
weighting the pixels of each map by their locations on
the refinement grid.
The final f? map is created by taking the ratio of the
resolution-corrected stellar mass surface density map to
the total mass surface density map created by our model;
this map is shown in Figure 6. To obtain the errors in
f?, we resample the total mass surface density maps from
our model, and create stellar mass surface density error
maps by resampling from distributions of M?/L ratios
Figure 6. Top: Spatial distribution of projected stellar mass
to total mass ratio (f?). The center of the cluster has a value
approaching f? = 5%, and the f? value decreases with increasing
distance from the mass concentrations in the cluster. Note that
this image employs a logarithmic stretch, and colorbar values show
log10(f?). The spatial extent of Figure 4 is given by the black box.
Bottom: Stellar mass to total mass ratio within our field of view
(〈f?〉) vs. stellar mass surface density (in units of 107M/kpc2),
for the clusters MACS1149 (black circles), MACS0416 (orange
squares, Hoag et al. 2016) and A2744 (green diamonds, Wang et al.
2015). Given the complexity of these clusters’ substructures and
ambiguities in precisely defining the cluster center, this depiction
of 〈f?〉 across varying physical scales is more reliable than a plot
of 〈f?〉 vs. aperture size. Almost uniformly, in regions with higher
stellar mass surface density there is a higher stellar mass fraction,
particularly near the cluster core. MACS0416 and A2744 in gen-
eral have much lower values of 〈f?〉 at these stellar mass surface
densities. Note that these values are plotted logarithmically.
and ICL mass fractions. We use these to determine all
errors in quantities derived from these maps.
We find 〈f?〉 = 0.012+0.004−0.003 when we average over a cir-
cular aperture, centered on the BCG, with a radius of 0.3
Mpc. If we use a Chabrier or Salpeter IMF, our 〈f?〉 val-
ues are 0.016+0.006−0.005 (for a Salpeter IMF) or 0.010± 0.003
(for a Chabrier IMF). We compare this value with other
values for 〈f?〉 recently obtained in the literature. Us-
ing the same SWUnited modeling package to determine
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the total mass distribution, Hoag et al. (2016) produced
maps for the cluster MACS 0416.1-2403 (z = 0.397,
MACS0416 hereafter); using these maps and our up-
dated stellar mass map smoothing procedure, we find
〈f?〉 = 0.005± 0.001 in a circle of radius 0.3 Mpc. Simi-
larly, using the SWUnited maps of Abell 2744 (z = 0.308,
A2744 hereafter) created by Wang et al. (2015), in a ra-
dius of 0.3 Mpc we find a value of 〈f?〉 = 0.003 ± 0.001.
While these values are different than the original pub-
lished values for 〈f?〉 due to our improved treatment of
the stellar mass maps, they are still consistent with the
original values within error bars. Notably, the model
of MACS1149 predicts twice as much total mass as the
models for MACS0416 or A2744, while all the clusters
have comparable stellar mass estimates.
In another study of MACS0416, Jauzac et al. (2016)
obtain a value of 〈f?〉 = 0.0315± 0.0057, using a smaller
field of view and a Salpeter IMF rather than the diet-
Salpeter IMF used in this work. If we re-calculate our
value of 〈f?〉 for MACS1149 using a Salpeter IMF and
the field of view used in Jauzac et al. (2016), we obtain
an average stellar to total mass ratio of 0.044+0.015−0.012, con-
sistent with the value obtained by Jauzac et al. (2016)
for a different, but similarly complex, cluster.
We also compare the distribution of stellar mass frac-
tion across the cluster. We find that f? peaks toward
the center of the cluster. This suggests that the stellar
mass surface density of MACS1149 peaks more sharply
near the cluster center than the total surface mass den-
sity, i.e., that the stellar mass comprises a larger frac-
tion of the total mass in the cluster center than on its
outskirts. This effect would be enhanced with use of
a heavier IMF, radial gradients in IMFs due to heav-
ier masses in the central, dominant galaxies (Auger et
al. 2010), and radial gradients in the ICL that concen-
trate in the center of the cluster (Morishita et al. 2017b).
The value of f? near the BCG is also very sensitive the
procedure used for smoothing the stellar mass map (see
Figure 9, Hoag et al. 2016). Outside the center of the
cluster, we find the mass-rich northwest association of
galaxies, which demonstrates a strong dark matter com-
ponent in the convergence map (Figure 2), has a much
lower f? value than the other dark matter peaks, though
the uncertainty of the total mass model in this region is
much higher than in other regions due to relative lack of
multiple images.
In addition to the inherent differences between clus-
ters and possible projection effects, we have better model
constraints near the cluster center for MACS1149 than
were available for the analyses of A2744 and MACS0416
(Wang et al. 2015; Hoag et al. 2016). Hoag et al. (2016)
demonstrated large systematic errors in f? associated
with smoothing. The original Wang et al. (2015) analy-
sis did not undertake any smoothing of the stellar mass
surface density map, and the Hoag et al. (2016) analysis
had few multiple images near the cluster center, leading
to large uncertainties in the smoothing in the center. In
this work, because of the presence of SN Refsdal and its
highly-resolved spiral host galaxy near the center of the
cluster, we have a much higher resolution in this region.
Thus, our analysis improves the smoothing methods de-
veloped by Hoag et al. (2016); Wang et al. (2015), and
we consider our conclusions about f? to be more robust,
particularly in the center of the cluster.
In a study of baryon mass fractions in high-mass struc-
tures, Gonzalez et al. (2013) measured f? for twelve dy-
namically relaxed galaxy clusters chosen from the X-ray
sample of Gonzalez et al. (2007), with redshifts z < 0.3.
For clusters more massive than 2 × 1014M, within an
aperture of r500, they find a typical value of 〈f?〉 below
2%, consistent with our results.
Gonzalez et al. (2013) also discuss the stellar mass frac-
tion relative to the cosmic baryon fraction value ( ΩbΩm )
and the ratio of stellar mass to gas mass ( f?fg ). Since
most cluster baryon mass is comprised of intracluster gas,
these values may be used to understand a cluster’s inte-
grated star formation efficiency. Gonzalez et al. (2013)
find that for clusters with total mass ∼ 1015M, the
value of f?fg ≈ 0.1 out to a radius of r500. Using the value
of r500 and gas mass estimate of MACS1149 found by
Mantz et al. (2010) and the mass-to-light ratio assumed
in Gonzalez et al. (2013), we model the stellar mass out
to r500 (1.53±0.08Mpc, 4.00±0.21.′) by assuming a Gaus-
sian distribution of stellar mass surface density over large
scales, centered on the peak stellar mass surface density.
We find a stellar mass fraction of ∼ 2%, and a value
of f?fg ≈ 0.16. These values are broadly consistent with
the results of Gonzalez et al. (2013). We also calculate
a cluster baryon fraction value of ΩbΩm ≈ 13%, and com-
pare to the Planck value of ΩbΩm = 15.6 ± 3.6%. (Planck
Collaboration 2016)
Our results are also consistent with those of Ascaso
et al. (2014), who used a method that does not rely on
lensing and a Chabrier IMF to establish f? = 0.00426 at
z = 0.1 and f? = 0.00398 at z = 1, for R < Rvir. This
suggests that the integrated star formation efficiency for
MACS1149 is within the typical range for massive clus-
ters, and within the uncertainties is consistent with a
relaxed cluster with a typical star formation history in-
tegrated from zformation.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The galaxy cluster MACS1149 is a complex merging
cluster with a multiply lensed spiral galaxy hosting a
supernova. We use 38 independent multiple images of
background galaxies corresponding to 13 total systems,
and an additional 100 images corresponding to 31 star-
forming regions in the SN Refsdal host galaxy. Using
these constraints and an adaptive grid reconstruction
method that combines strong and weak lensing, we pro-
duce a mass model of this cluster, which yields critical
curves with a general shape that closely agrees with those
of other current cluster lens models of MACS1149.
We present a stellar mass surface density map using
Spitzer/IRAC data, and compare this map to the to-
tal mass density obtained from our lens model to obtain
a map of the projected stellar mass to total mass ra-
tio, f?. We find that for MACS1149, stellar mass tends
to be more concentrated toward the cluster BCG, com-
pared to the distribution of total mass (stellar + gas +
dark matter). We obtain a mean stellar mass fraction
〈f?〉 = 0.012+0.004−0.003 within 0.3 Mpc of the BCG, which is
somewhat higher than the average stellar mass fraction of
two other HFF clusters studied (MACS0416 and A2744),
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but broadly consistent with other estimates of this ratio.
Discrepancies between the values of f? between clusters
can be explained by differences in smoothing techniques
used, as well as by the natural variation between clusters.
Moreover, this stellar mass fraction is consistent with the
range of integrated star formation efficiency values for
massive clusters of z < 1.
Additionally, both the mass model and the f? map
provide valuable clues for the ongoing discussions of how
stellar light traces mass. We find that, in general, the
stellar light in MACS1149 traces its mass, with a sub-
stantial dark matter peak near the cluster BCG. While
a single cluster cannot on its own speak to these larger
theoretical questions, the results observed for MACS1149
can be combined with those of other clusters to yield in-
sight into the LTM assumption, and the various theories
that rest upon it.
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